MAKING MONEY A FREE PROTOCOL

“

Technology will not set us free. Good technology is
quiet. The best technologies are unsung heroes.
Just like TCP/IP, the protocol without which we
would have no internet. TCP/IP is free and equal to
all. It allows humans to transport the visions that
might set us free.
We want to make money a free protocol, so that
everybody can build their visions upon it.
Free, equal and open.”
David Hartley, CEO of Pacio Core Ltd.
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Pacio Core Ltd and Tender

Tender Economy - a Common
Good by Pacio
Tender is a true peer-to-peer open digital
economy of applications and their users. It is
fueled by stable currencies whose transfer comes
without commission. It is powered by an unlimited-scale digital ledger technology (DLT).
Saint Lucia-based Pacio Core Ltd. is a developer
of business data applications. It has initiated and
is creating the Tender Economy as a common
good, free to use and open to all. The economy is
censorship and speculation resistant.
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Why current crypto currencies are bad for us

From Saint Lucia with love

The 4 Toxins of Crypto
Cryptocurrencies have extremely limited use
as money. These are the main reasons:
Volatility by design
Transaction Fees
Skewed Incentives
Can’t scale to meet real world needs
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The toxicity of volatility

Volatility by Design
The exchange price of a digital currency like
Bitcoin can fluctuate up to 20% in a single day. As
long as people primarily live with national
currencies this volatility is unacceptable.
This is a toxic flaw for a transactional network
that needs stability.
Fiat-backed stable coins as in Tether are no
solution either as the backing makes the digital
currency as expensive as fiat money and thus it
loses its advantage.
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Transaction fees kill free flow of money

Transaction fees - the Zombies
of Money.
Imagine buying your groceries. Next to the cashier
stands an employee of the central bank and
demands an extra 5 cents when you pay. That is
transaction fees.
If there are more transaction request than what
the network can handle, fees can be increased at
will. Users are effectively held for ransom at
gunpoint .
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Cui bono? Who profits?

Incentives - the Bank Always
Wins
Skewed crypto incentives favor miners, stakers
and traders. They profit from volatility. Their interest
is not a healthy network used for transactions but
maximising fees. These two motivations often don’t
align.
Current crypto-design permits this maximisation at
the expense of users.
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Transaction fees kill free flow of money

31 cents direct transaction fees.

12.5 btc per 10 minutes for miners = inflation.
$5.2bn total annual value of mining = network cost.

117mln Bitcoin transactions per year.

$45 per transaction factoring in inflation.
This is the real cost of Bitcoin.
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The design flaws of blockchain

The real price
of Bitcoin

Speed

Security

The Bermuda Triangle of
Blockchain
Blockchain’s physical laws must limit the number of
transactions per second.
Makers have to omit one attribute - either speed or
decentralisation - to gain the other plus security.
Blockchains with high decentralisation can’t be fast.
Today. Decentralisation is paid for with speed.
Bitcoin: 3-7 tps* with 10,000 nodes
EOS: 3,000 tps with 21 nodes
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Why current blockchains must fail

Decentralisation

Blockchain Today vs. the Real
world
Pacio, the maker of Tender creates business data
applications with blockchain attributes. In our Triple
Entry Accounting app we have to plan to accommodate a transaction for every invoice on a global scale.
Bitcoin currently has 117mln transactions per year.
Our TEA app needs 160mln transactions. But not per
year, but per second.
No blockchain can or will accommodate that.
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Transaction fees kill free flow of money

We Want Equal Money.
Free from transaction fees
Censorship resistance
Stable and speculation resistance
Naturally, this type of money can make every
kind of existing payment system cheaper and
perhaps better. But we find the use-cases
most interesting which just can’t function
without this technology.
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One unique use-case for equal money

Micropayments - because size
does matter
Transacting cents or a fraction of a cent is currently not possible with either fiat or crypto currencies.
Some use-cases are:
Micro-donations for authors
Anti-spam email solutions
Data transfer for Internet of Things
Time based payments - “payroll by the minute”
Streaming money
Pacio will only implement a few use-cases and
invites projects to fill in the blanks to make this a
complete economy.
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Streaming money for economic fairness

Remittances and payments in
resource-poor settings
As Pacio comes from the Caribbean, we will utilise our
first payment & remittance app in a pilot in St. Lucia. It
can start in a micro economy such as organic farming
coops and their surrounding business partners and
markets. Having easy access to commission-less
currency with local currency stability and micropayments fills an unmet need.
We believe in growth from bottom-up. The technology
is global, the micro-economies will be implemented
through the initiative of local partners. We are already
reaching out to partners in Mozambique and Ghana.
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Why current blockchains must fail

Streaming Money
In 2019 a paid service provider opened to advance lowly
or irregularly paid workers parts of their salary before
the next payday. For a fee. What seems great is the just
the right solution for the wrong problem.
Why do employees have to give their employers a
month-long credit on their work? Because both bank
transactions and accounting cost are too expensive to
pay daily.
With true zero-fee micro-transactions we could actually
pay employees every second. Thus eliminating the need
for an advance or temp loan.
Streaming salary payments bring fairness and
worker motivation at no cost.
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The protocol that brings unlimited scale

Holochain. No blocks. Just
Chains
Holochain is a new open-source protocol that has the
attributes of blockchain but a completely different
technology.
It fuses blockchain with BitTorrent - the peer-to-peer
network known for music and video downloads.
It is not money, but it can serve as the technical
protocol to implement a free payment layer.
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The Architecture of Holochain

Architecture of Holochain
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Blockchains are distributed but centralised. Every node must
synchronise and store the full database with all transactions
fortever.
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Holochain is a true peer-to-peer network. There is no more
central database. Instead of everybody knowing everything, the
Holochain network only knows ENOUGH to be still secure.
This makes Holochain as fast as the sum of all nodes. Each node
can have several thousand transactions per second. A functioning Holochain network gets faster and more efficient with more
users. This is a breakthrough in technology.
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How Tender makes money free

Tender. Making money a free
protocol
Holochain is a technical protocol. With Tender, we put
both a currency layer as well as an economy on top.
The fusion of Tender and Holochain allows us to put a
wallet on a mobile phone that serves as a payment
layer but also acts as network maintainer.
All users together uphold the network. Unlike Bitcoin
($5.2bln annual network cost for miners), Tender
piggybacks on already paid-for infrastructure: a little
space on your mobile phone and a slice of your
internet data package.
This makes Tender free of charge. First free money
ever.
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Rules for a new economy

Rules for a New Economy
1. People want to deal with their national currency. Tender
will therefore mirror those with Tender$, Tender€, etc.
2. When users “feel” that it is crypto, then it is already
wrong.
3. Digital currencies must - at least for now - have a
similar stability to the respective fiat.
4. Every user, application and maintainer must be equal
before the code. No skewed incentives.
5. As every currency needs governance, it will be done by
meritocracy.
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Smartlike: Tender’s first app

SmartLike: Tender’s first app
The first to use Tender’s infrastructure and currencies
is a micropayment app. It opens a new niche in the
growing market of online donations (100% growth per
year). Users can, for the first time ever, send tiny
appreciations to their favourite content authors - as
small as 1 cent.
While the sending is private, the received appreciations are public. It forms a personalised chart/feed/search engine that only shows content that was so
good, it made people appreciate it with money.
By favoring valuable over popular content, Smartlike
could become a better web. Pacio’s first app is
Tender’s proof of concept and which will kick-start
the economy.
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Tender = open app world

A world full of Tender Apps
Pacio is the initial creator of Tender but it will not own it.
Tender will be “owned” and governed by application
providers who partake in the economy. Access to the
economy is meritocratic: all applications can apply and the
existing governance decides if applicants are beneficial to
the economy. Pacio will create business data apps such as
Triple Entry Accounting and TARI®. But there are many
other business models that can profit from Tender:
* Internet of Things / Internet of Body
* Global Digital ID
* Remittances (esp. in resource poor settings)
* In-App Gaming purchases / Gambling & Betting
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Tender progress report

Progress report for Tender
Pacio concluded a third private funding round in May
that gives Tender a 12 month runway. We currently
have nine humans on payroll.
At this moment, we are extending the Holochain
technology to fit the Tender needs. SmartLike already
exists as a functional prototype and primarily needs a
sexy user interface.
Both Tender and SmartLike are targeted for launch in
the beginning of 2020. SmartLike should create
enough public buzz to carry a fourth and public
funding round to guarantee future development and
satisfy early investors.
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Rules for a new economy

Who wants to connect with Tender
1. You are an investor who wants in before the public
round. The price of participation will rise significantly in
the public offering.
2. You have a project that has already launched or is on the
last mile and want to benefit from the Tender economy.
3. You run an influencer network or media website and
have demand for micro donations or a free paywall.
Get in touch with Marcell Nimfuehr at marcell@pacio.io
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Smartlike: Tender’s first app

Join the Movement
Now!

